
INSPIRING 
EXECUTIVE
KUMA



THULEMA
Thulema creates 21st century furniture for 21st century 

offices and public spaces. We follow and pay forward the 

high level of quality we have set for ourselves both when 

working with our clients and when making assembling 

and installing our furniture. 

KUMA
KUMA is created through combining the soft and the strong, 

real respect and welcoming openness. There’s meaning to 

the content, there’s status mingled with warmth. And there 

are the intricate details and the splash of the unexpected 

that fully tie it together. 

Martin Pärn,
designer
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CREATED FOR 
MANAGEMENT
Kuma is made for executives. Clear and simple at a first glance, it keeps 

unexpected possibilities at a finger’s touch and hides an array of elegant 

details, creating a more valuable and enjoyable working environment 

as the days go by. Standing out but not feeling too harsh – Kuma is the 

perfect option for the modern executive. 
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PERFECT WORKING 
ENVIRONMENT
Kuma needs an open space around it. In addition to the desk, the 

range also includes an intricate system of cabinets and shelves.
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A perfect set of cabinets is compiled of various modules 

to suit your needs. In addition to file and document storage, 

Kuma also offers unique solutions for wardrobes - bars and 

intriguing mirror units.
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THE PLACE WHERE 
DECISIONS ARE MADE
Kuma lets you choose between different desks. There’s a traditional and stern-looking one that rests on side  

panels and comes with a matte glass screen, and there’s a lighter, modern solution that rests on four legs 

and comes with a felt modesty screen. The low drawer cabinet next to the desk can be used as an additional 

support surface. The cabinet itself hides the sockets supplying your entire workstation with power.
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BIG AND SMALL 
MEETINGS
The majority of an executive’s workday is made up of various 

meetings and conversations. Kuma offers different solutions 

for your formal and informal meetings – whether you are sitting 

on a comfortable chair or on a sofa. 
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CABINETS
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MODULES

The Kuma range is made up of two desks, two coffee 

tables and an eight-people conference table with a 

cable duct for presentation equipment.

Kuma cabinets are built by following your exact needs 

and compiled from single modules. Their doors come 

with or without glass, and you can choose either a row 

of cabinets with an open shelf at the end, or a row  

ending with a wardrobe that comes with a concealed 

mirror. A low cabinet of drawers can also be placed 

next to the desk.

MATERIALS

Kuma’s material palette includes dark walnut, white 

silky surfaces, natural felt and cool matte glass.
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KITMAN THULEMA AS
Kesk-Sõjamäe 3
11415 Tallinn, Estonia

THULEMA showroom
Pärnu mnt 158, Tallinn, Estonia
T +372 651 8118
E thulema@kitmanthulema.ee
W kitmanthulema.ee


